
Savage Wellness 

Stretches for back pain 
relief 

!!!!
Chest Stretch: Lie on your foam roller, lining up your spine on the roller, with both feet 
flat on the ground and bring your arms up into a “field goal” position  to stretch your 
shoulders. You can also roll side to side (with arms wherever you want) to get the 
muscles on either side of the spine massaged a bit. !
Hamstring Stretch: Lie on your back near a wall corner or end of a couch, place one 
leg down and the other straight up leaning on the wall. Keep that knee straight and 
slide your butt as close to the wall as you can while keeping that knee straight. Try to 

relax there for a minute or so. !!!!!!!!!!!
 !
Psoas Stretch: Start this one with the bottom leg 
straight. Slowly start bending it to find the right spot 
to stop and stretch into. Hold 30 seconds on each 
side. !!!!
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Hip Flexor Stretch: 
This one is super important for you! Once you get in the kneeling position, tuck your 
hips under and straighten your spine as much as possible. Without arching your back 
(so keep the hips tucked under), reach both arms up and start leaning to the side away 
from the bottom leg (lean to the side of the leg that’s in front). You should feel a stretch 
across the front of the hips and psoas. Let me know if you have trouble finding this 
stretch! The second pic shows how you can push into the stretch a bit more before you 
start leaning without arching your back. 

!!
Here is a great side, pec and tricep stretch - again, keep the belly 
button pulled in and the tushie squeezed to support your back. 
Hold 20 or so seconds on each side. repeat if you’d like.  !!!!!!!

Spinal Twist: (Only do this one if you know this position 
does’t bother your back) Start this one on your back. Use 
the abs to bring one knee in and then pull it across the 
body. If it feels good, open up that opposite shoulder… 
Hold 20 or more seconds on each side. Take deep 
breathes and take your time coming  out of it.  !!
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